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Broad Hypothesis
According to the Collective Effort Model (CEM) by social
psychologists
h l i t K
Karau and
d Willi
Williams,

motivation
moti
ation to contribute
contrib te increases when
hen
(a) Individuals see the value and uniqueness of their
own efforts with respect to the group outcome, and
(b) Individuals know that others can see their
contribution


Making visible a user’s
user s impact to the wiki will
increase users’ motivations and participation
levels

Research Questions
1. How to define a “user’s contribution” (e.g. based on
hi effort?
his
ff t? C
Contribution’s
t ib ti ’ iimpactt on others?
th ?
2. How do we measure user’s contribution?
3. How do we make the relative contributions of user
visible,, such that:
1. The representation is concise and easy to understand
2. The measurement algorithm is hidden (making it difficult to
manipulate the measure).

4. How is behavior affected when contribution metrics
are presented on corporate and public wikis?

Previous Related Work
• Vassileva:
– simple measures of contribution,
contribution such as the number of
contributed items (i.e. edits); captures quantity (i.e. user’s
effort) but not quality

• Rashid:
– In the MovieLens online movie-recommender
movie recommender community,
users were more likely to rate movies when the system
indicated a high “anticipated benefit” for doing so, especially
if the beneficiaries were users with similar movie interests

• Arazy
– For corporate wikis, users expect that adding an attribution
feature would encourages them to contribute more

Research methodology
1.

Design
•
•

2.

Defines metrics of user contribution
Design algorithms to calculate each metric

Test
•
•
•

Select a sample of wiki pages
Run algorithms to extract metrics of user contribution
Manually analyze the sample wiki pages, and rate the perceived
relative
l ti contribution
t ib ti off each
h user
o

•

3.

Categorize contributions to a number of classes (adding content, synthesis
of existing information, adding links to other pages)

Compare the automatically calculated metrics against the manual
C
evaluations, and produce a formula that takes the various metrics as
an input and generates an overall measure of users’ contribution

Design user interface to present users’ contributions

Terms and Definitions
• Wiki page
– the document corresponding
p
g to a specific
p
wiki p
page
g

• Version
– the result of an edit action on a wiki page
p g

• Release
– the last of a sequence
q
of same-person
p
versions

• Contributors (release)
– the set of wiki users who own some element of a page
release

• Editors (page)
(p g )
– the set of wiki users who have edited the page at some
point in its history

Intuitions
• A user contributes to a page if:
– He spends significant effort
• Edits/comments the page frequently

– She “owns”
owns a portion of the current page release
(in terms of sentences she has originated)
– His contributions have impact on others
• The contribution attracts readers
• The contributions sparks a discussion

• A user contributes to the wiki at large is:
– He contributes significantly to pages that are
important
• A page is important if it is a hub or it is frequently visited

Measuring User’s Contribution to a Page
• Sentence Ownership: Percentage of
sentences/fragments
g
created by
y the user ((see
Sentence-level User Contribution ) that remain at
current release
• Number of edits: Edits made by user
• Number of comments: For each user, the number
of comment (or discussion page) additions over the
history of the article
• Number of links created by the user: including both
hat internal and external link
• Classification of change type: automatically
analyzing user’s contributions and classifying them
as: content
t t change,
h
structure
t t
change,
h
or both
b th
(Jacqueline is doing this)

Measuring Page Importance
• Frequency of page visits by users: MediaWiki
maintains a hit count for each page, updated
periodically.
i di ll
– Our algorithm calculates the number of hits over last 30
days

• Incoming internal links: Pages within the wiki linking
to this article.
– This feature is provided in MediaWiki

• Incoming external links: the page's ranking
according to Google (if the wiki is in the public
domain).
– Not implemented yet
yet, however
however, there are some sites
such as SEOpen.com that are able to retrieve pageranks
from Google, but according to this site, the technique
may violate Google's
Google s terms of service

• Rating of content:
– we plan to implement a functionality to allow users to rate

User’s Contribution to the Wiki At Large
• Based on User-Page relationship
– General
• Using the most recent version of each page
• Weighting each page’s contribution by the importance of the page

– Measurements
• Content: sum of user-owned fragments on a page
• Discussion: sum of user comments on a page
• Diversity:
y number of different p
pages
g edited

• Based on user-user relations: user’s role in the social
network;
– Definitions
• Two authors are connected if they have edited the same wiki page
• An author is connected to a reader who has read a page a
contributed to

– Metrics
• Degree centrality: the extent to which the authors is linked to other
authors and readers
• Betweenness centrality: the extent to which the author bridges
disconnected groups of authors

Manual Evaluation of Articles
•
•
•
•

20 wiki pages
A page
page-level
level evaluation of user contribution
A single evaluator using pre-defined guidelines
Evaluator’s perceptions based on:
– Overall p
perception
p
of top
p contributors to a p
page
g
– Analysis of the page history log, examining each
edit
• The type of the edit
–
–
–
–
–
–

Structural Change: re-organizing text or creating new sections
Correction: word-level correction
Add: Adding text to article at word level
Delete: revert or undo operations
Internal References: adding internal links
External References: adding external links

f

(

)

Example: Sentence Ownership
Each colour represents
p
a different user

User Contribution to the Wiki at Large
All Users

User Contribution to the Wiki at Large
Details for one specific
p
user

Page Importance Metrics
(& additional page statistics)

Implementation Status
• Algorithms and scripts to compute metrics have
been implemented
• Plug-in to MediaWiki:
– Computes metrics
– Provides rudimentary presentation of metrics (fonthighlighting + tables)

• On-going research:
–P
Presentation:
t ti
refinements
fi
t
– Derivation of a formula for calculating the overall measure
of users
users’ contribution (taking the various metrics as an
input)
• Based
ased o
on co
comparison
pa so o
of au
automatic
o a ca
algorithm
go
a
and
d human
u a
perceptions

Conclusion
• In-depth analysis of user contribution to wiki,
considering various user activities
• The impact (as far as affect on users’ motivations and
participation) of displaying user contribution measure
depends on the:
– Accuracy of the algorithm
– Graphic representation

• A single
i l measure off user contribution
t ib ti iis advantageous
d
t
– Easier to understand
– Difficult to manipulate

• This method should work well for corporate wikis,
where there are benefits for demonstrating
performance

